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Software Specification and Design

2005-09-26

the rigors of engineering must soon be applied to the software development process or the complexities of new systems will initiate the collapse of companies that attempt to produce them
software specification and design an engineering approach offers a foundation for rigorously engineered software it provides a clear vision of what occurs at e

Writing Engineering Specifications

2003-09-01

engineers need to understand the legal and commercial context in which they draw up technical specifications this thoroughly up dated edition of haslam s successful writing engineering
specifications provides a concise guide to technical specifications and leads the reader through the process of writing these instructions with clear advice to help the student and
professional avoid legal disputes or the confusion and time wasting caused by poor drafting designers and project managers should find this invaluable and it should be helpful to insurers
lawyers estimators and the like

Engineering Contracts, Specifications & Ethics '98

1985

this extensively revised and updated new edition of specification of software systems builds upon the original focus on software specification with added emphasis on the practice of formal
methods for specification and verification activities for different types of software systems and at different stages of developing software systems topics and features provides a wide
coverage of formal specification techniques and a clear writing style supported by end of chapter bibliographic notes for further reading presents a logical structure with sections
devoted to specification fundamentals basics of formalism logic set theory and relations property oriented specification methods and model based specification techniques contains end of
chapter exercises and numerous case studies with potential course outlines suggested in the preface covers object z b method and calculus of communicating systems offers material that
can be taught with tool supported laboratory projects

Specification of Software Systems

2011-03-19

introduction to tutorial software requirements engineering introductions issues and terminology system and software systems engineering software requirements analysis and specifications
software requirements methodologies and tools requirements and quality management software system engineering process models appendix author s biographies t

Software Requirements Engineering

1997-03-13

i prefer to view formal methods as tools the use of which might be helpful e w dijkstra algebraic specifications are about to be accepted by industry many projects in which algebraic
specifications have been used as a design tool have been carried out what prevents algebraic specifications from breaking through is the absence of introductory descriptions and tools
supporting the construction of algebraic specifications on the one hand interest from industry will stimulate people to make introductions and tools whereas on the other hand the
existence of introductions and tools will stimulate industry to use algebraic specifications this book should be seen as a contribution towards creating this virtuous circle the book will
be of interest to software designers and programmers it can also be used as material for an introductory course on algebraic specifications and software engineering at undergraduate or
graduate level nowadays there is general agreement that in large software projects appropriate specifications are a must in order to obtain quality software informal specifications alone
are certainly not appropriate because they are incomplete inconsistent inaccurate and ambiguous and they rapidly become bulky and therefore useless the only way to overcome this problem
is to use formal specifications an important remark here is that a specification formalism language alone is not sufficient what is also needed is a design method to write specifications in
that formalism



Specifications for Architecture, Engineering, and Construction

1984

for the past 25 years joe goldbloom and i have conducted a running debate over whether specifications writers engage in the unlawful practice of law joe s position is that lawyers have
no business writing specifications that being the designer s province having been given the honor to write this foreword i have the opportunity for the last word at least for now joe
goldbloom and i first met in 1964 while serving together on the asce committee on contract administration joe became my teacher mentor and friend underlying our good natured debate was
the serious issue of the technical qualifications required of a specifications writer as a matter of fact specifi cations writing traditionally has fallen in a crack between the two
professions specifications writing typically is neither taught in engineering school nor in law school engineers are taught how to design lawyers are taught how to draft contracts
specifications writing requires mastery of the technical elements of design as well as the skills of contract drafting specifications writing is neither glamorous nor sexy it is often viewed
as a necessary evil of the designer s job

Algebraic Specifications in Software Engineering

2012-12-06

this book constitutes the documentation of the scientific outcome of the priority program integration of software specification techniques for applications in engineering sponsored by the
german research foundation dfg it includes main contributions of the projects of the priority program and of additional international experts in the field some of the papers included were
presented at the related third international workshop on the topic int 2004 held in barcelona spain in march 2004 the 25 revised full papers presented together with 6 section
introductions by the volume editors were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book the papers are organized in topical sections on reference case study production
automation reference case study traffic control systems petri nets and related approaches in engineering charts verification and integration modeling

Engineering Contracts and Specifications

1904

summary writing great specifications is an example rich tutorial that teaches you how to write good gherkin specification documents that take advantage of the benefits of specification by
example foreword written by gojko adzic purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology the clearest way to
communicate a software specification is to provide examples of how it should work turning these story based descriptions into a well organized dev plan is another matter gherkin is a
human friendly jargon free language for documenting a suite of examples as an executable specification it fosters efficient collaboration between business and dev teams and it s an excellent
foundation for the specification by example sbe process about the book writing great specifications teaches you how to capture executable software designs in gherkin following the sbe
method written for both developers and non technical team members this practical book starts with collecting individual feature stories and organizing them into a full testable spec you
ll learn to choose the best scenarios write them in a way that anyone can understand and ensure they can be easily updated by anyone management what s inside reading and writing gherkin
designing story based test cases team collaboration managing a suite of gherkin documents about the reader primarily written for developers and architects this book is accessible to any
member of a software design team about the author kamil nicieja is a seasoned engineer architect and project manager with deep expertise in gherkin and sbe table of contents introduction to
specification by example and gherkin part 1 writing executable specifications with examples the specification layer and the automation layer mastering the given when then template the
basics of scenario outlines choosing examples for scenario outlines the life cycle of executable specifications living documentation part 2 managing specification suites organizing scenarios
into a specification suite refactoring features into abilities and business needs building a domain driven specification suite managing large projects with bounded contexts

Engineering Contracts and Specifications

1895

the manual of engineering drawing has long been the recognised as a guide for practicing and student engineers to producing engineering drawings and annotated 3d models that comply with
the latest british and iso standards of technical product specifications and documentation this new edition has been updated to include the requirements of bs8888 2008 and the relevant
iso standards and is ideal for international readership it includes a guide to the fundamental differences between the iso and asme standards relating to technical product specification and
documentation equally applicable to cad and manual drawing it includes the latest development in 3d annotation and the specification of surface texture the duality principle is introduced
as this important concept is still very relevant in the new world of 3d technical product specification written by members of bsi and iso committees and a former college lecturer the manual



of engineering drawing combines up to the minute technical information with clear readable explanations and numerous diagrams and traditional geometrical construction techniques rarely
taught in schools and colleges this approach makes this manual an ideal companion for students studying vocational courses in technical product specification undergraduates studying
engineering or product design and any budding engineer beginning a career in design the comprehensive scope of this new edition encompasses topics such as orthographic and pictorial projections
dimensional geometrical and surface tolerancing 3d annotation and the duality principle along with numerous examples of electrical and hydraulic diagrams with symbols and applications
of cams bearings welding and adhesives the definitive guide to draughting to the latest iso and asme standards an essential reference for engineers and students involved in design engineering
and product design written by two iso committee members and practising engineers

Engineering Construction Specifications

2012-12-06

software is difficult to develop maintain and reuse two factors that contribute to this difficulty are the lack of modular design and good program documentation the first makes
software changes more difficult to implement the second makes programs more difficult to understand and to maintain formal specification techniques for engineering modular c programs
describes a novel approach to promoting program modularity the book presents a formal specification language that promotes software modularity through the use of abstract data
types even though the underlying programming language may not have such support this language is structured to allow useful information to be extracted from a specification which is
then used to perform consistency checks between the specification and its implementation formal specification techniques for engineering modular c programs also describes a specification
driven software re engineering process model for improving existing programs the aim of this process is to make existing programs easier to maintain and reuse while keeping their essential
functionalities unchanged audience suitable as a secondary text for graduate level courses in software engineering and as a reference for researchers and practitioners in industry

Integration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in Engineering

2011-04-05

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Writing Great Specifications

2017-10-25

clearly demonstrates how to tackle the difficult task of software specification and design focusing on the specification to design transition it provides step by step rules guidelines
heuristics hints and tips a large case study is used to illustrate key aspects of project development along with a variety of analysis and design methods for both sequential and
concurrent systems it also offers detailed coverage of the transitional phase

Manual of Engineering Drawing

2009-03-24

summary specification by example is an emerging practice for creating software based on realistic examples bridging the communication gap between business stakeholders and the dev teams
building the software in this book author gojko adzic distills interviews with successful teams worldwide sharing how they specify develop and deliver software without defects in short
iterative delivery cycles about the technology specification by example is a collaborative method for specifying requirements and tests seven patterns fully explored in this book are key to
making the method effective the method has four main benefits it produces living reliable documentation it defines expectations clearly and makes validation efficient it reduces rework and
above all it assures delivery teams and business stakeholders that the software that s built is right for its purpose about the book this book distills from the experience of leading teams
worldwide effective ways to specify test and deliver software in short iterative delivery cycles case studies in this book range from small web startups to large financial institutions



working in many processes including xp scrum and kanban this book is written for developers testers analysts and business people working together to build great software purchase of the
print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the book what s inside common process patterns how to avoid bad practices
fitting sbe in your process 50 case studies table of contents part 1 getting started part 2 key process patterns part 3 case studies key benefits key process patterns living documentation
initiating the changes deriving scope from goals specifying collaboratively illustrating using examples refining the specification automating validation without changing specifications
validating frequently evolving a documentation system uswitch rainstor iowa student loan sabre airline solutions eplan services songkick concluding thoughts

A Manual of Engineering Specifications and Contracts, Designed as a Text Book and Work of Reference for All who May be
Engaged in the Theory Or Practice of Engineering

1900

in some well regulated engineering and architects offices there may be found a collection of printed forms of contracts and of specifications preserved specimens as it were of the blossomings
whence once developed the fruit of that and of other offices the book before us is so constituted that it may take the place of the above named motley collection there can be little
question of course in the minds of experienced persons as to the utility of a handy collection of forms for contracts specifications bonds and advertisements belonging to the profession
these are matters of wearying detail which it were sinful waste to excogitate out of the depths of one s own consciousness and experience at every call thereon whence it happens that in
the united states and other public architectural and engineering offices of the country there are printed blank forms for all such documents and it is from a very judicious selection of such
forms and some derived from private practice that the present book has been put together they include not only engineering works as the title might lead any one to suppose but a good deal
of architectural work besides we have for example estimate for an art building at the international exhibition specifications for a college building and for a railroad depot as a connecting
link between architecture and engineering unless it may be found in the railroad depot is a set of documents being all that is necessary for the specifying the advertising for bids and the
contracting for the erection of a lighthouse and the same series of papers for a large variety of the works that ordinarily come within the province of the engineer classified under the heads
18iver and harbor improvements municipal works and railroad engineering including engines and rolling stock and as the future writer of specifications and contracts the student for whom
more especially this work seems to have been designed must know something of the nature of drawings and of the manner of making measurements and estimates of all kinds of work two short
chapters on these subjects precede the bulk and body of the work the close consists of a semi legal consideration of the nature of contracts with samples of contracts for different kinds
of work no great originality ought of course to be expected from a work like this in which the classification of documents already in existence must play so important a part but this
classification has been exceedingly well done developing not infrequently into a codification of the subject matter american architect and architecture vol 3

Formal Specification Techniques for Engineering Modular C Programs

2012-12-06

essential comprehensive coverage of the fundamentals of requirements engineering requirements engineering re deals with the variety of prerequisites that must be met by a software system
within an organization in order for that system to produce stellar results with that explanation in mind this must have book presents a disciplined approach to the engineering of high
quality requirements serving as a helpful introduction to the fundamental concepts and principles of requirements engineering this guide offers a comprehensive review of the aim scope and
role of requirements engineering as well as best practices and flaws to avoid shares state of the art techniques for domain analysis requirements elicitation risk analysis conflict
management and more features in depth treatment of system modeling in the specific context of engineering requirements presents various forms of reasoning about models for requirements
quality assurance discusses the transitions from requirements to software specifications to software architecture in addition case studies are included that complement the many examples
provided in the book in order to show you how the described method and techniques are applied in practical situations

Software Requirements

1990

structural steel design to eurocode 3 and aisc specifications deals with the theory and practical applications of structural steel design in europe and the usa the book covers appropriate
theoretical and background information followed by a more design oriented coverage focusing on european and united states specifications and practices allowing the reader to directly
compare the approaches and results of both codes chapters follow a general plan covering a general section covering the relevant topics for the chapter based on classical theory and
recent research developments a detailed section covering design and detailing to eurocode 3 specification a detailed section covering design and detailing to aisc specifications fully worked
examples are using both codes are presented with construction companies working in increasingly international environments engineers are more and more likely to encounter both codes
written for design engineers and students of civil and structural engineering this book will help both groups to become conversant with both code systems



Engineering Contracts and Specifications; Including a Brief Synopsis of the Law of Contracts and Illustrative Examples of
the General and Technical Clauses of Various Kinds of Engineering Specifications, Designed for the Use of Students, Engineers,
and Co

2015-11-01

if the purpose is to create one of the best books on requirements yet written the authors have succeeded capers jones software can solve almost any problem the trick is knowing what the
problem is with about half of all software errors originating in the requirements activity it is clear that a better understanding of the problem is needed getting the requirements right is
crucial if we are to build systems that best meet our needs we know beyond doubt that the right requirements produce an end result that is as innovative and beneficial as it can be and that
system development is both effective and efficient mastering the requirements process getting requirements right third edition sets out an industry proven process for gathering and verifying
requirements regardless of whether you work in a traditional or agile development environment in this sweeping update of the bestselling guide the authors show how to discover precisely
what the customer wants and needs in the most efficient manner possible features include the volere requirements process for discovering requirements for use with both traditional and
iterative environments a specification template that can be used as the basis for your own requirements specifications formality guides that help you funnel your efforts into only the
requirements work needed for your particular development environment and project how to make requirements testable using fit criteria checklists to help identify stakeholders users non
functional requirements and more methods for reusing requirements and requirements patterns new features include strategy guides for different environments including outsourcing
strategies for gathering and implementing requirements for iterative releases thinking above the line to find the real problem how to move from requirements to finding the right solution the
brown cow model for clearer viewpoints of the system using story cards as requirements using the volere knowledge model to help record and communicate requirements fundamental truths
about requirements and system development

Software Specification and Design

1992-01-16

product specification technical drawing engineering drawings drawings technical documents documents diagrams graphic representation graphic symbols symbols abbreviations dimensions
dimensional tolerances data representation data security data storage marking surfaces

Specification by Example

2011-06-02

as an overview of reliability performance and specification in new product development product reliability is suitable for managers responsible for new product development the
methodology for making decisions relating to reliability performance and specification will be of use to engineers involved in product design and development this book can be used as a text
for graduate courses on design manufacturing new product development and operations management and in various engineering disciplines

A Manual of Engineering Specifications and Contracts,

2020-04

system requirements engineering presents a balanced view of the issues concepts models techniques and tools found in requirements engineering research and practice requirements engineering is
presented from business behavioural and software engineering perspectives and a general framework is established at the outset this book considers requirements engineering as a combination
of three concurrent and interacting processes eliciting knowledge related to a problem domain ensuring the validity of such knowledge and specifying the problem in a formal way particular
emphasis is given to requirements elicitation techniques and there is a fully integrated treatment of the development of requirements specifications through enterprise modelling functional
requirements and non functional requirements



Requirements Engineering

2009-02-09

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Manual of Engineering Specifications and Contracts

1891

following an introductory chapter that provides an exploration of key issues in requirements engineering this book is organized in three parts it presents surveys of requirements engineering
process research along with critical assessments of existing models frameworks and techniques it also addresses key areas in requirements engineering

Structural Steel Design to Eurocode 3 and AISC Specifications

2016-05-02

the art craft discipline logic practice and science of developing large scale software products needs a professional base the textbooks in this three volume set combine informal engineeringly
sound approaches with the rigor of formal mathematics based approaches this volume covers the basic principles and techniques of specifying systems and languages it deals with modelling
the semiotics pragmatics semantics and syntax of systems and languages modelling spatial and simple temporal phenomena and such specialized topics as modularity incl uml class diagrams
petri nets live sequence charts statecharts and temporal logics including the duration calculus finally the book presents techniques for interpreter and compiler development of functional
imperative modular and parallel programming languages this book is targeted at late undergraduate to early graduate university students and researchers of programming methodologies
vol 1 of this series is a prerequisite text

Mastering the Requirements Process

2012-08-06

safety critical systems scs are increasingly present in people s daily activities in the means of transport in medical treatments in industrial processes in the control of air land maritime
traffic and many other situations we use and depend on scs the requirements engineering of any system is crucial for the proper development of the same and it becomes even more relevant for
the development of scs requirements engineering is a discipline that focuses on the development of techniques methods processes and tools that assist in the design of software and systems
covering the activities of elicitation analysis modeling and specification validation and management of requirements the complete specification of system requirements establishes the basis
for its architectural design it offers a description of the functional and quality aspects that should guide the implementation and system evolution in this book we discuss essential
elements of requirements engineering applied to scs such as the relationship between safety hazard analysis and requirements specification a balance between conservative and agile
methodologies during scs development the role of requirements engineering in safety cases and requirements engineering maturity model for scs this book provides relevant insights for
professionals students and researchers interested in improving the quality of the scs development process making system requirements a solid foundation for improving the safety and
security of future systems

Technical Product Documentation and Specification

1913-12-31

competitive engineering documents tom gilb s unique ground breaking approach to communicating management objectives and systems engineering requirements clearly and unambiguously



competitive engineering is a revelation for anyone involved in management and risk control already used by thousands of project managers and systems engineers around the world this is a
handbook for initiating controlling and delivering complex projects on time and within budget the competitive engineering methodology provides a practical set of tools and techniques that
enable readers to effectively design manage and deliver results in any complex organization in engineering industry systems engineering software it the service sector and beyond elegant
comprehensive and accessible the competitive engineering methodology provides a practical set of tools and techniques that enable readers to effectively design manage and deliver results in
any complex organization in engineering industry systems engineering software it the service sector and beyond provides detailed practical and innovative coverage of key subjects including
requirements specification design evaluation specification quality control and evolutionary project management offers a complete proven and meaningful end to end process for specifying
evaluating managing and delivering high quality solutions tom gilb s clients include hp intel citigroup ibm nokia and the us department of defense

Product Reliability

2008-05-23

engineering fabrics for highway construction and maintenance are increasingly being used in a variety of ways as filters for subsurface drainage as separation barriers to prevent the
contaminatin of base courses as subgrade restraining layers for weak subgrades as earth reinforcement for retaining walls as erosion control barriers and for other uses to facilitate
greater use of these fabrics this publication has been published the publication contains specifications for a variety of fabric uses from six organizations which have had significant
construction experience with fabrics

System Requirements Engineering

1995

with a spice of wit and illuminating illustration this collection of 75 short pieces deals with topics in the field of software requirements analysis specifications and design the author
emphasizes the need to structure and analyze problems not just specify a solution

Engineering Contracts and Specifications

2015-11-02

preparing specifications for design bid build projects is a guide for improving written specifications in construction contract documents one of the major concerns voiced by construction
professionals engineers and contractors working on design bid build projects is poorly written specifications that lead to inconsistent interpretation and require correction of faulty work
which is costly time consuming and demoralizing developed by the committee on specifications of the construction division of asce preparing specifications for design bid build projects
contains detailed instructions on how to write format and issue contract documents typical wording problems definitions use of codes and standards a sample specification and a checklist
are all provided to simplify and improve the writing process also outlined are procedures explaining how to interact with the client and the engineer approach disputes and employ better
wording to reduce claims the information contained in preparing specifications for design bid build projects is straightforward and practical by devoting ten years of questionnaires papers
articles and symposia to construction contract specifications committee members who specialize in the preparation of such documents are able to provide comprehensive solutions to
widespread problems book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Engineering and Managing Software Requirements

2005-07-06

this is the first book on embedded systems to offer a unified approach to hardware and software specification and design issues and the first to outline a new specify explore refine paradigm
that is presently being used in industry in an ad hoc manner but until now has not been formally described the book addresses the system design methodology from conceptualization to
manufacturing using this new paradigm and shows how this methodology can result in 10x improvement in productivity addresses two of the most significant topics in the design of digital
systems executable system specification and a methodology for system partitioning and refinement into system level components covers models and architectures specification languages a
specification example translation to vhdl system partitioning design quality estimation specification refinement into synthesizable models and system design methodology and environment
contains a complete specification of a model product telephone answering machine and demonstrates how to write the specification from an english description for risc design methodologists
and vhdl methodologists and cad software developers



Software Engineering 2

2007-08-01

for the near future the recent predictions and roadmaps of silicon semiconductor technology all agree that the number of transistors on a chip will keep growing exponentially according
to moore s law pushing technology towards the system on a chip soc era however we are increasingly experiencing a productivity gap where the chip complexity that can be handled by
current design teams falls short of the possibilities offered by technological advances together with growing time to market pressures this drives the need for innovative measures to
increase design productivity by orders of magnitude it is commonly agreed that the solutions for achieving such a leap in design productivity lie in a shift of the focus of the design process
to higher levels of abstraction on the one hand and in the massive reuse of predesigned complex system components intellectual property ip on the other hand in order to be successful both
concepts eventually require the adoption of new languages and methodologies for system design backed up by the availability of a corresponding set of system level design automation
tools this book presents the specc system level design language sldl and the corresponding specc design methodology the specc language is intended for specification and design of socs or
embedded systems including software and hardware whether using fixed platforms integrating systems from different ips or synthesizing the system blocks from programming or hardware
description languages specc specification language and methodology describes the specc methodology that leads designers from an executable specification to an rtl implementation through
a well defined sequence of steps each model is described and guidelines are given for generating these models from executable specifications finally the specc methodology is demonstrated on
an industrial size example the design community is now entering the system level of abstraction era and specc is the enabling element to achieve a paradigm shift in design culture needed for
system product design and manufacturing specc specification language and methodology will be of interest to researchers designers and managers dealing with system level design design
flows and methodologies as well as students learning system specification modeling and design

Requirements Engineering for Safety-Critical Systems

2022-09-01

this informative volume presents an applications oriented approach to specification writing and management focusing on real world examples and issues that can be used by all industries
regardless of size or type filling a gap in the literature specification writing and management covers the latest technological developments in the field identifies major unsuspected problems in
the use of specification shows new insight into management level thinking about specifications within the context of a total system supplies case studies of actual problems and their
proven solutions discusses specification faults such as inconsistency in the use of words and phrases and contradictory statements and ideas examines the control procedure for
procurement specifications plus more specification writing and management is essential reading for all quality control reliability standards and specifications engineers quality control
specialists federal state and local inspection and quality agency personnel and undergraduate students in quality control and reliability courses book jacket

Competitive Engineering

2005-07-15

manual of engineering drawing british and international standards fifth edition chronicles iso and british standards in engineering drawings providing many examples that will help readers
understand how to translate engineering specifications into a visual medium the book includes 6 introductory chapters which provide foundational theory and contextual information
regarding the broader context of engineering drawing and design the concepts enclosed will help readers gain the most out of their drawing skills as the standards referred to in this book
change every few years this new edition presents an important update covers all of the bsi and iso standards that govern the drafting of technical product specification and standards
includes new chapters on design for additive manufacturing and computer aided design provides worked examples that will help readers understand how the concepts in the book are applied in
practice

Sample Specifications for Engineering Fabrics

1978



Software Requirements & Specifications

1995

Engineering Specification Guidelines for Wetland Plant Establishment and Subgrade Preparation

1998

Preparing Specifications for Design-bid Build Projects

2000

Specification and Design of Embedded Systems

1994

SPECC: Specification Language and Methodology

2012-12-06

Specification Writing and Management

1989-08-29

Manual of Engineering Drawing

2020-04-14
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